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Three Links About Middle-Eastern Death Cults
MEMRI TV Project monitors the Hizbollah television station in
Lebanon: Mothers of Hizbullah Martyrs: We are Very Happy
and Want to Sacrifice More Children.
HonestReporting describes some of the so-called ‘incitement’ by
which Palestinians are drawn, from earliest childhood, into the
suicide-bombing death cult:
'The venomous propaganda in the Palestinian media and
education system is the root and foundation of the
expansion of the suicide terrorism phenomenon,' said
Sharon.
Unfortunately, the typical news consumer has no idea
what Sharon is talking about, since, as HonestReporting
has continually indicated, the western media have largely
turned a blind eye to the incitement against Israel and
the U.S. that permeates Palestinian culture.
Meanwhile in Iran:
The Islamic death cult in Iran is running a registration
drive, signing up thousands of would-be murderers to
carry out attacks against the US, Israel, and … Salman
Rushdie
The world will not be at peace until such cults are history. Why do
the media barely mention them and never discuss their mode of
operation and their political effects?
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Why?
Because the model of the world that they are selling doesn't have a
space into which this information fits.
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Indeed
That is indeed the question. As far as Iran goes, even the US

administration falls way short of confronting the Iranian regime the
way it deserves (and which is the only reasonable policy if worse
tragedies are to be avoided in the future)
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Ialamic murdering cults
Why don't the leaders of those cults commit suecide instead,
They would do the world a hell of a favor> and we woudn't have to
look at their ugly bearded faces any more. Young people should be
taught to live not to die. They really prove that
they hate God and all his children which are all the human
race. Religion has no impact on God. Its what is in your heart. I
hate those idiote who preach hatred and strive on
dominating women and killing innocent civilians. They are cowards
of the worsk kind and makes me ashame to be human
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Is islam sick ?
Islam and the arab world have been sick, psychopathic
religion/cultures for hundreds of years. The West and President
BUsh had better face up to this and prepare plans to finally and
completely end the psychopathology and lunacy of the fascist
islamo/arab societies, just as President Roosevelt and Churchill
confronted the psychopathic german nazis and the brutal Japanese
militarist expansionists and totally vanquished and destroyed them.
Notice how democratic and peaceful these former enemies have
been for 60 years now. The same must be done with the
islamofascist psychopaths and the lunatic islamo/arab clergy.
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